Every space can be remarkable .

Admiral
Uridan’s preeminent Danish design has led to
the uridan Admiral being the most recognisable
waterless urinal in the Australian market.
Installed by architects and property owners
worldwide, the Admiral is an amazing water
saving device and a stunning feature in
commercial bathrooms.
The Admiral’s simple shape and smooth curved
surfaces ensures the urinal is simple to clean
and maintain delivering a high level of hygiene
combined with exceptionally low cost
maintenance. The uridan Spinnaker privacy
screen is designed to complement the design
lines of the Admiral creating a striking look in
amenities.

Key Benefits
Design:
uridan are the market leaders when it comes to product design. Each uridan urinal is
Danish designed, with our range presenting itself like an artist’s body of work - each
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UP FRONT SAVINGS
You can find us at:

1234 Black Street, Chatswood NSW, Australia 1234

Technology:

uridan invest
heavily in constantly innovating and re-designing each of our products
SIMPLE
INSTALLATION

so they are future-ready. Take our new intelligent drain cover for instance, which lets
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you know via our smart LED indicators exactly when maintenance is required.
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QUICK
& EASY SERVICING
Sustainability:
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Every organisation can contribute to the
You can find us at:

Contact us at:
uridan@sums.com.au
Tel: 02 9986 2700
www.uridanaustralia.com.au

Every space can be remarkable .

Product Specifications
Uridan Admiral

MODEL No.*

COLOUR

INSTALLATION

GH - W
GH - B
GH - TG
KH - W

White
Black
Tele-grey
White

Wall
Wall
Wall
Wall

Mounted
Mounted
Mounted
Mounted

*GH - W,B, + TG = fibreglass
KH -W = ceramic

IDEAL FOR USE IN
Commercial office towers, shopping centres, airports, universities, schools,
entertainment centres, sporting facilities, restaurants, hotels, pubs and clubs.
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